Supporting Military Families & Veterans in Flexible Careers

Going Beyond Training & Placement

Developed by Connected Nation to meet the growing demand for online workers, this one-of-kind job-creation program goes beyond training and placement to long-term career guidance and mentorship.

All of the jobs are remote and are in fields that are in demand — providing employment opportunities that are both flexible and can move with you when needed.

Digital Works has established relationships with more than 70 employers across the country and customizes its training so YOU are learning the skills companies are searching for in employees.

Our training and mentoring is designed for quick job placement, typically within a 4-8 week cycle with a conservative placement rate of 80%!

This makes Digital Works a jobs program perfectly fit for the unique needs of veterans and military spouses.

Learn more at digitalworksjobs.org

Sign Up Today

Go to digitalworksjobs.org
Go to "training" then "register now to learn more"
Choose the Kentucky-Virtual location
Be sure to check your inbox for an email detailing next steps.
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